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Abst ract - - In  the present paper, we suggest wo iteration methods for obtaining positive definite 
solutions of nonlinear matrix equation X - A 'X -hA  = Q, for the integer n >_ 1. We obtain sufficient 
conditions for existence of the solutions for the matrix equation. Finally, some numerical examples 
to illustrate the effectiveness of the algorithms and some remarks. ~) 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the matrix equation 
X - A 'X -hA = Q, (1.1) 
where Q is square positive definite matrix and A is an invertible matrix. Obviously, this equation 
can be reduced to 
X - A*X- '~A = I ,  (1.2) 
where I is the identity matrix, see [1]. 
The nonlinear matrix equation (1.2), arises in many applications, for the case n = 1. These 
areas include control theory, ladder networks, dynamic programming, stochastic filtering, and 
statistic; see references given in [1]. This matrix equation has been studied in recent papers; 
see [1-4], for various values of n. Thematrix equation X + A*X-1A = I and its general 
forms are discussed by several authors [5-9]. Ferrante and Levy [1] considered the equation 
X = Q + NX-1N *, and presented an algorithm which converges to the positive definite solution 
for a wide range of conditions. Ivanov et al. [2] discussed the properties of the positive definite 
solution of the equation X - A*X-2A = I .  E1-Sayed and Ramadan [4] studied the existence 
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of a positive definite solution of the matrix equation X + A* 2" XvfX-CYA = I.  Finally, Guo and 
Lancaster [3] presented many iterative methods of matrix equation (1.1) when n = 1 and the 
matrix equation X + A*X-1A = Q. They discussed the Newton's method and the inversion free 
variants of the basic fixed-point iteration. 
In the present paper, we suggest wo iterative methods to obtain a solution of the nonlinear 
matrix equation (1.2) which has the general form than [1-4]. We obtain the conditions ensure 
the iterative processes convergent to the solution of equation (1.2). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a first iterative process for obtaining 
the solution of our problem. Also, it contains theorems for obtaining the sufficient conditions for 
the existence of a solution of matrix equation (1.2). Section 3 contains the second iterative process 
for obtaining the solution of the problem and contain theorems for the sufficient conditions for 
the existence of a positive definite solution of equation (1.2). Numerical examples are given and 
discussed in Section 4 to illustrate the effectiveness of the methods. Finally, Section 5 contains 
the conclusions on the results include in the paper. 
The notation X > 0 means that X is a positive definite Hermitian matrix A > B is used to 
indicate that A - B > 0. Finally, throughout the paper, I1-tl will be the spectral norm for square 
matrices unless otherwise noted. 
2. THE F IRST  ITERAT ION PROCESS 
The first iterative method which is suitable for obtaining a positive definite solution of equa- 
tion (1.2) is discussed in this section. We prove the some properties which will be used throughout 
this section. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [7].) I f  P >_ Q > O, then p -1  <_ Q-1. 
LEMMA 2.2. (See [7].) I f  P and Q are positive definite matrices for which P - Q > 0 and 
PQ = QP are satisfied, then pn _ Qn > O. 
Consider the sequence of the following matrices: 
Xo = I, X~+I = I + A*XT~A,  s = O, 1, 2 , . . . .  (2.1) 
From now to the end of this section, we will take A is normal matrix (AA* = A 'A)  for ensure 
the commute of the matrices X8 generated from sequence (2.1). The following two lemmas are 
doing this. 
LEMMA 2.3. I f  the matrix A is normal, then 
AX8 = XsA,  s = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (2.2) 
where Xs are the matrices generated from sequence (2.1). 
PROOF. Since X0 = I,  then AXo = XoA. Using the condition AA* = A 'A ,  we obtain A + 
AA*A = A + A*AA and AX1 = X IA .  
Let AXk = XkA for each k _< s. We want prove that AXk+x -'- Xk+IA for k _< s, thus 
A + A*XknAA = A + A*AXknA and Xk+IA = AXk+I,  
which completes the induction. 
LEMMA 2.4. I[ the matrix A is normal, then 
Xs+lXs = XsXs+I,  s = O, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
where X8 are the matrices from sequence (2.1). 
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PROOF. Since Xo = I and X1 = I + A 'A ,  then XoX1 = XIXo. Further on we compute 
X~X2 = I + A*A + A*X~A + A*AA*X~"A,  
X2X1 = I + A*A + A*XI'~A + A*X~nAA*A. 
Since A is normal, we get 
(I + A 'A)  AA* = AA* (I + A 'A) ,  then X1AA* = AA*X1. 
Multiplying both sides of the last equality by the matrix X~ -1 gives 
X'~AA* = X~- IAA*X1 = AA*X'~ and A*A (I + A*X lnA)  = (I + A*X lnA)  A*A. 
Thus, we have X1X2 = X2X1. This means that the commute is hold for s = 0, 1. 
assume that for each k it is satisfied 
XkXk-1 = Xk- lXk .  (2.3) 
Now, we will prove that Xk+lXk = XkXk+l. Since AXk = XkA, we have 
AA*Xk = XkAA* and XknAA * = AA*Xk  n. (2.4) 
We shall use the following equality: 
_ =X~AAXk_  1. X~AA*X'~ 1 n • n 
According to (2.2) and (2.3), we have that 
AA*XffnX~_nl = X~_nlX~nAA *. 
Applying equality (2.4) yields 
• - -n  * --'1% * - -n  * - - 'n  A X k AA Xk_l  A = A Xk_ IAA X k A. 
Weget 
(I q- A*XknA)  (I + A*X~__nl A) = (I + A*X[_nlA) (I + A*X;r 'A) , 
Xk+lXk = XkX~+I. 
In the following, we will investigate the properties of iteration process (2.1). 
THEOREM 2.1. If A is normal matrix and the inequMity 
Now, we 
where 
is satisfied, then equation (1.2) has a positive definite solution, which satisfy 
and 
X2s < X < X28+1, s = 1,2, . . .  
max( l lX  - X2,1l, IIX2,+1 - Xl l )  < q2"llAA*ll, 
[ ( ln~ - In IIAa* II)] 
q = nllAII 2 (1 + Ilall2) "-~ < 1 and s = C ('2~n'~ " ] + 1. 
1 
IIAII 2 (1 + IIAIIm) ~-1 < - (2.5) 
n 
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PROOF. We consider the sequence of matrices (2.1). For X1, we have X1 
I + A*A > I = Xo. Since X0 < X1, then Xo 1 > X~ -1 and 
A*Xo~A > A*X~nA. 
Hence, 
= I + A*Xo'~A = 
I = Xo < X2 = I + A*X~nA < I + A*XonA = X~, 
To prove X8 < X1 if X8-1 > X0 for all s, hence X8 = I + A*X~2IA < i.e., Xo < )(2 < X,.  
I + A*A = X1. 
We find the relation between X2, X3, X4. Since X1 > )(2, then X2 = I + A*X~nA < I + 
A*X~nA = )(3 and X4 = I+A*X~nA < I+A*X2nA =)(3 .  Also since X3 < X1, then 
X4 = I + A*X3'~A > I + A*X~'*A = X2 and X5 = I + A*X~nA < I + A*X~nA = X3. Thus, 
we get Xo =I<X2 <)(4  <X5 <) (3  <X1 =I+A*A.  
We will prove that Xo < Xs+l < Xs. If we have Xo < Xs-1 < Xs, thus 
Xo = I < I + A Xs_ IA  > I+  A*X~nA and Xo < X8 > Xs+l. 
Also, we can prove that Xo < Xs < Xs+I. If we have Xo < X8 < X8-1, then 
Xo = I < I + A*X221A < I + A*X~-nA and Xo < X8 < Xs+l. 
Therefore, we have 
Xo = I < X2~ < X2r+2 < X28+3 < X2s+I < X1 = I+  A*A 
for every positive integers r, s. 
Consequently, the subsequences {X2,}, {X28+1} are monotonic and bounded. Therefore, they 
are convergent to positive definite matrices. To prove these sequences have a common limit, we 
have 
IIX2~+x - 22811 = I[A*Xf:~A- A*Xfs"_~A u = [[A*X~"_I (X~8_i  - X~8) Xf:~AH 
< IIAII 2 IIx  -,ll I Ix;:l l  IIx s_,- x sII • 
From the identity 
n 
x n28-  - = (x28-1  - x2 ) 1, 
j= l  
Ilx~8_l-x~sll<_l,x28-1-x2sl, C=~_~x~2-Jl xJ;1 ) • 
11X28+1 - x2811 < HAIl 2 11X28-1 - 22811 I1228-111 " - J  IIX2811 ~-1 • 
Since I < X8 < I + A 'A ,  then we have 
IIx: ll < and IIXsII < 1+ tlAII 2. 
Consequently, 
IIX28+1 - x2811 _< nlIAII 2 (1 + [IAII2) " -1  IIX28-1 - X2AI. 
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Since (2.5), it follows that  
and we get 
q = nllAIr (1 + IIAII2) "-1 < 1, 
IIX28+1 - xzsII < q l lX~s-~ - X2sll <_--- _< q2~l lX1  - Xoll. 
Therefore, we have for the limit X of sequence (2.1) 
X2s < X < X2s+l, 8 = 1, 2 , . . . ,  
and consequently, 
max ([[X - X2~[[, 1[X2~+1 - Xl[) < [[X2~+1 - X2sl[ < q2*[]X1 - Xo[I = q2~I[AA*I[ = ~. 
From the above inequality, we receive to 
= [ lne-  InlIAA*II 1 
s L i~ ;  J + 1, 
where ~o] means that, the greatest integer not greater than p. 
COROLLARY 2.1. I f  X is a positive defin/te solution of  equation (1.2), then 
I<X<I+A*A.  
COROLLARY 2.2. / f  A is an eigenvalue of a positive definite solution X of equation (1.2), then 
1 < A < 1 +p(A*A), 
where p( A*A ) is the spectral radius of the matrix A*A. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a solution of (1.2), and denote by #+ and #_ the largest and smallest 
eigenvalue of X ,  respectively. HA is an eigenvalue of A, then 
~(~_  - I) <__ I,Xl _< V /~(~+ - I). 
Let v be an eigenvector corresponding to an eigenvalue A of the matrix A and Iv[ = 1. PROOF. 
Then 
(Xv ,  v) - (A*X-nAv, v) = (v, v), 
IAI 2 (X - "v ,~)  = ( (X  - I ) v ,v ) .  
Now X - I is positive definite and (#_ - 1) I  <_ X - I < (#+ - 1)I, and the largest eigenvalue of 
X -n is #Z n, so 
I ,X12(~_)  - "  >_ ~_ - 1.  
Likewise, as the smallest eigenvalue of X -n  is #+n, we have that  
IA[2(/~+) -n  </~+ - 1. 
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3. THE SECOND ITERAT ION PROCESS 
In this section, we will establish the second iterative method which also is suitable for obtaining 
to a positive definite solution of equation (1.2). 
X 0 = OtI, Xs% 1 = ~/A(X8 - I ) - IA* ,  s = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  (3.1) 
LEMMA 3.5. I f  the A > B > O, then 2,~/-~ > 2,~/-~ > O. 
PROOF. See [4]. 
Now we discuss the convergent for the sequence generated from process (3.1). 
THEOREM 3.3. I f  there is a real a so that a > 1 and the following: 
(i) AA* < an(a  - 1)I, 
(ii) ~/(AA*) / (a  - 1) - (1 /an)A*A  > I ,  
(iii) IIAII 2 < 2"~5/2/~2~"+'v~ - 1 
are satisfied, where n = 2 m and # is the smallest eigenvalue of  the matr ix  AA*,  then equation (1.2) 
has a posit ive definite solution. 
PROOF. We consider sequence (3.1). For X1, we have 
Xl = VA(Xo-  I ) - IA* = A/ X: < = X0. 
Va- I  
Hence, XI < Xo. Applying Condition (ii), we obtain 
XI = ;'F AA* > I + 1---A*A > I, thenI<X1<Xo. 
V a -1  a n 
F~rt.her on, we have 
X2 = ~/A(X1  - I)-IA* > ~/A(Xo  - I ) - 'A*  = X , .  
Hence, X1 < X2. Using Condition (ii), we have 
X1 - I > 1---A*A and X2 = ~/A(X1 - I ) - IA  * < a I  = Xo. 
Ot n 
Then, I < X1 < X2 < X0. 
Hence, as Theorem 2.1, the general case will be 
I '~ X 1 < X2s+l < X2s+3 < Z2k+2 < Z2k <~ X 0 =ot I .  
for every positive integers , k. 
Therefore, the subsequences {X2k}, {X2s+l } are convergent ones to positive definite matrices. 
These sequences have a common limit. We have 
IIX2k - x2k+,ll = ~/A(X2k-1  - I ) - IA  * -v" /A 'X~ 2k-  I ) - IA*  . (3.2) 
We denote 
P = A(X2k-1 - I ) - IA* ,  Q -- A(X2k - I ) - IA* .  
We use the following equality: 
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Since X2k-1 < X2k for each k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  then the matrix Y = {>/P - ~ is a positive definite 
solution of the matrix equation 
, z , -+ , , -w  = 
According to [7, Theorem 3], we have 
/o ( ) Y = e- "¢'Pt "/'Y-ff - "/~'-Q e- "v~t dr:. (3.3) 
Since {~/-ff, ~f~ are positive definite matrices then integral (3.3) exists and 
- ( 'w)  e ~/-Pt n /~f~_ ,, e ~ 0, t ~ oo. 
Then 
--j, oo "/~-P - "/~/fQ e- v-Pt e- "¢/-~t dr. IIX~k X2k+l[I _< 
However, Xs < aI, hence 
~/A(Xs - / ) - IA*  > 
~-1 .  
Then 
f000 " IIX~k - X2k-.I-111 --< , ,q/~ _ , , /~f~ e-2 ~ t  d/:, 
=~ -4  v ;  
After m times as above, we get 
1 ,,,,2-~-~_ _? -  1 
IlX2k- X2k+ill < ~ "/~"'v~ "/~" 
Since n = 2 'n is special case, then we have 
I,X2k - X2k+l[[ < ~-~,,P - Qll 2"/2"-~ f '~-  I - -~ , 
1 / '~' -1 
" = ~ V - - ; -  
_1  f -~- i  
- ~V- -Z -  
Since we have X1 < Xs for the matrices of sequence (3.1). hence 
I IA(X2k_I  -- I)-~A* _ A(X2k  - I ) - IA*H 
I IA (X2  k _ I)--1 (X2k -- X2k'l) (X2k-1 - -  I ) - IA*  H • 
AA* 
- -<Xx- I<Xs- I ,  
OL n 
Ot n 
(Xs - I )  -1 < oP(AA*) -1, and I I (Xs  - 1)-11t < - - .  
,u 
Thus, we get 
1 ~ - 1 2 ~2"+' X2k-1 ]1: IIX2k - X2k+~ll _< ~~- -Z I IA I I  --7-11X2k - 
Condit ion (iii) implies • -]'"*]'~2"*+1 ¢ 
a 2 - I  
q =--~IIAII - -7 -  < I, 
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and then, 
Hx2~+I - x2,11 < ql IX28-1 - z2 , J l  < . - .  < q2811xl - x011. 
We have for the limit X of sequence (3.1) 
X2s < X < X2s+l, s = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
and we get 
max (HX - X2s[], HX2s+I - X]]) < ]]X2s+l -- X2sl[ < q2SHXl - Xo[] = q2SHAA* H. 
Therefore, the subsequences {X2k},  {X2s+I} are convergent ones and have a common positive 
definite limit which is a solution of the matrix equation (1.2). 
We prove the above theorem, but with another Condition (iii). 
THEOREM 3.4. / f  there is a reed a such that a > 1 and the two Conditions (i) and (ii) in 
Theorem (3.2) are satisfied and also 
(iii)' (a 22 .... 2 (a -  1) (5 .... 1)/2)/2m < 1, 
satisfies, then equation (1.2) has a positive definite solution. 
PROOF. The proof of this theorem have the sane manner as the above theorem, but from equa- 
tion (3.2), we get 
[[X2k X2k+l[[ = ~/A(X2k-1 I ) - IA  * "/A Iv  I ) - IA  * - -  - -  - -  V t, A 2 k -  , 
< HAA*]I 1/n { / (2k - l - - I )  -1 -  ~/ (2k - -1 )  -1 °X  "~X , 
Here we take 
P = (X2k-1 -- I)  -1, Q = (X2k -- 1) -1. 
Similar to Theorem 3.2, we get 
HX2k - X2k+lH < ]]AA*H 1/~ .~oo e- V-~* ( -,{/-~ _ ,,/{~r-Q)e- ~v'c~* dt 
IIAA*II 1/'~ [oo "/¢/-P- "I{/-Q e- '¢/P* e- '¢~t dr. <_ 
do 
However, X8 < a I ,  thus 
Therefore, we get 
V(xs-/)-x > ~-  1" 
IlX~k - X~k+~ll _< IIAII 2/'~ , , /~  _ , , /~  r./°° e-~ ~ ~  dr, 
] 1 
_- ~IIAII~/" °<~_ , ,<~ ~,~-_ 1 
Since n = 2 m, then after m times, we get 
][AH2 o .... 
I IX~k-  X2k+,l l  _< 2m v"~- - : - i ' (~-  1)2 IlX2k- X2~-~ll-  
~om the second condition, we get IIAII 2 < ~2"(~ _ 1). Then we have 
,~ '° -~( ,~ _ 1)C~"-W2 IIX~k - X2~-~ll .  IIX~k - X~k+,l l  _< 2~ 
Condition (iii) implies 
a22m-2 (a - 1)(2"-1)/2 
<1.  q = 2m 
Consequently, the subsequences {X2k), {X28+1} are convergent and have a common positive 
definite limit which is a solution of the matrix equation (1.2). 
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4. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
In this section, we report some numerical results, that describe the performance of the al- 
gorithms. The following tables indicate the convergence pattern of the iterative sequences of 
approximate solution. The solution is computed for different matrices A and different values 
of n. We denote E(Z)= IIZ + ArZ-2A - IIIoo, X the solution which is obtained by the iterative 
method (2.1) and denote mx be the smallest number s, for which 
llXs - Xl l  _~ (n IIAII 2 (1 -I-IIAI12)'~-I) 8 IIAA*II <_ 10-5- 
Also denote Y be the solution which is obtained by the iterative method (3.1) and my be the 
smallest number k, for which 
llYk -Y I I  <- [~-~- I I :4112 ~ <- 10-5. 
\ 
EXAMPLE 1. Let n ---- 2 and A be from the type 
i i = j, 
aij - n4  + 100' 
A = (a~) = J i # j. 
a i j  ---- 10n2 + 100 '  
EXAMPLE 2 .  
n rgnx my 
2 6 4 
6 13 4 
10 17 5 
14 19 5 
18 20  5 
22 20  5 
26  21 5 
Let n : 23  and A be 
A = (aij) = { 
Table 1. 
s(x~) e (Yp) 
1.0353E - 8 1 .9048E - 5 
2 .4288E - i0  1 .0428E - 5 
4 .8012E - 11 9 .9482E - 6 
2 .4328E - 12 9 .7008E - 6 
1 .3919E - 12 9 .3478E - 6 
1 .8189E - 12 1 .4012E - 7 
1 .8189E - 12 1 .4009E - 7 
from the type 
il/4 
i= j ,  
a i j  - -  i4 T lO ,  
a o = 0.005, i ~ j. 
n rn X my 
2 8 10 
6 8 10 
i0 6 8 
14 6 8 
18 7 8 
22 7 8 
26 7 8 
Tab le  2. 
e(x~) ~(Yp) 
8.085TE - 6 2 .9847E - 8 
4 .0138E - 5 3 .6176E - 9 
9 .7035E - 5 5 .6351E - 10  
3 .4701E - 4 4 .3304E - 10  
4 .9689E - 4 4 .0164E - 10  
7 .204E - 4 6 .9371E - 12 
8 .9405E - 4 1 .0416E - 12 
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5. CONCLUSION 
We considered a nonlinear matrix equation which in general form than [1-4]. Also, we achieved 
general conditions for the existence of a positive definite solution. Moreover, we discussed two 
iterative algorithms from which a solution can always be calculated numerically, whenever the 
equation is solvable. We compared between the two iterations with two examples. These numer- 
ical results show the efficiency of the two iterative methods which are described. We note that 
the results obtained so far on the iterative procedures for finding positive definite solutions, are 
more general than those obtained in [1-4], in thb sense that we deal with a large class of matrix 
equations. The equation has in general more than one solution. Questions arise, whether all 
solutions can be ordered and whether there exist a smallest and a largest solution. The answers 
of these questions are still a topic of future research. 
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